Abstract. In this note we show how the implicit filtering algorithm can be coupled with the BFGS quasi-Newton update to obtain a superlinearly convergent iteration if the noise in the objective function decays sufficiently rapidly as the optimal point is approached. We show how known theory for the noise-free case can be extended and thereby provide a partial explanation for the good performance of quasi-Newton methods when coupled with implicit filtering. The quasi-Newton implicit filtering algorithms differ from other methods in the literature that use either inaccurate gradient information, only samples of the function, or difference or interpolatory approximations to gradients and/or Hessians. While we make assumptions on the decay of the noise near optimality, we do not assume that we can control the errors in the function evaluation directly, and therefore our results differ from those of [7] and [8] , where it was assumed that control of the errors in function and gradient evaluations was possible and global convergence of a trust region algorithm that managed these errors separately was proved. The superlinearly convergent algorithm in [22] , which combines coordinate search with a difference Hessian, is intended for noise-free function evaluations and is not applicable here. Our quasi-Newton algorithms do not attempt to model Hessians with interpolation, as does the trust region/interpolation method of [12] , [10], and [11]. We believe that the quasi-Newton approach has an advantage for noisy problems, where the errors in a Hessian formed by differences or interpolation can be large.
2. Implicit Filtering. Implicit filtering was designed for problems in which the objective function is a high-frequency, low-amplitude, perturbation of a simple smooth problem. The algorithm is a finite difference steepest descent (or quasi-Newton) method in which the difference increment is adjusted as the optimization progresses. In this way the algorithm implicitly filters out the high frequency perturbation. For problems in which the amplitude of the perturbation decreases near optimality, a not uncommon event [24] , [13] , [9] , decreasing the difference increment improves the accuracy of the solution near the optimal point.
Quantitatively we consider an objective function f defined on R N that is a perturbation of a smooth function f s by a small function f(x) = f s (x) + (x):
The small oscillations could cause f to have several local minima that would trap any conventional gradient-based algorithms. The perturbation could be random, [24] , and therefore need not even be a function. In this paper, we assume that is everywhere defined and bounded to make the statement of the results simpler.
Throughout this paper k k will denote the`2 norm on R N . h where e i is the unit vector in the ith coordinate direction and (r f h f(x)) i denotes the ith component of the difference gradient. Similarly, the centered difference gradient with scale h is given by r c h f(x) = r f h f(x) + r f ?h f(x) 2 :
We will often refer to the difference gradient r h f when we are discussing a point that applies to either.
The basic finite difference steepest descent iteration takes a current iteration x c to the next x + by x + = x c ? r h f(x c ):
If the line search is successful the step length satisfies the sufficient decrease condition We use a simple Armijo [1] line search and demand that the sufficient decrease condition
Implicit filtering is based on a finite difference steepest descent algorithm fdsteep, which terminates when
for some > 0, when more than kmax iterations have been taken, or when the line search fails by taking more than amax backtracks. Even the failures of fdsteep can be used to advantage by triggering a reduction in h. The line search parameters ; and the parameter in the termination criterion (2.3) do not affect the convergence analysis that we present here, but can affect performance. (c) x = x ? r h f(x).
Algorithm fdsteep will terminate after finitely many iterations because of the limits on the number of iterations and the number of backtracks. If the set fx j f(x) f(x 0 )g is bounded then the iterations will remain in that set. Implicit filtering calls fdsteep repeatedly, reducing h after each termination of fdsteep. Aside from the data needed by fdsteep, a sequence of difference increments, the scales, fh k g 1 k=0 is needed for the form of the algorithm given here. ALGORITHM 2.2. imfilter1(x; f; kmax; ; fh k g; amax)
1. For k = 0; : : : Call fdsteep(x; f; kmax; ; h k ; amax)
The first order estimate,
where S k is the set of points on the difference stencil used to compute r h k f and k k S k = max z2S k j (z)j;
leads to a convergence result [2] , [21] . for x near x and sufficiently small, then one can prove global and q-linear convergence [19] . The requirement that (2.6) hold is very modest, since (2.6) demands only that the noise be smaller than f s (x)?f s (x ), but allows for the rate of decay (quadratic) to be the same. Superlinear convergence, as one might expect, will need stronger assumptions.
Quasi-Newton Methods.
Typically the performance of implicit filtering is greatly improved by using a quasi-Newton model Hessian [24] , [19] , [21] . The SR1 [3] , [16] or BFGS quasi-Newton methods are defaults in the implicit filtering codes described in [18] and [21] .
The finite difference quasi-Newton iteration is
where H c is a quasi-Newton approximation to the Hessian of f s and
The test for sufficient decrease is
We will update the model Hessian with the BFGS formula 
A Model Problem and Idealized Method.
In this section we show how local and global assumptions,the structure of f s , and the size of lead to idealized methods for which h can be computed as a function of x as the iteration progresses. This leads to estimates on the error in the gradients which will be used in 3.
As a model problem, we consider the case where f s has a unique minimizer x and no other critical points. ):
We base our analysis in x 3.1 on (2.13).
In [19] we used (2.6) and (2.9) (a small relative error in the gradient) to show global convergence. (2.13) is much stronger, but the bound of the relative error in the gradient by a power of the distance from optimality is necessary to prove superlinear convergence.
Global
Estimates. We will require estimates for both f s and the noise on the set D 0 = fx j f(x) 2f(x 0 )g:
In order to extend the global and superlinear convergence theory from [6] we must extend the assumptions from that paper. ASSUMPTION 2.1. 
Quadratic Models and Quasi-Newton Methods.
Throughout this section we assume that (2.10) holds and that gradients are approximated by central differences with a difference increment satisfying (2.12), for x near x . Following the notation [15] we let g denote an approximation of rf s g(x) = rf s (x) + N(x): 
Local Theory.
In this section we show how the estimates in [15] and classical analysis in [5] can be extended to problems that satisfy (3.1). We begin with the two main results from [15] , specialized to the BFGS update, which satisfies the bounded deterioration inequality.
We make the standard assumptions [14] , [21] 
The estimates of M c will be in terms of f (x), which we define by kN(x)k = kx ? x k f (x):
Our assumptions imply that there are C ; and p > 0 such that
whenever kx ? x k < . One can use Lemma 3.2 to obtain a q-linear convergence from Theorem 3.1 via a bounded deterioration result. To do this we will invoke Theorem (2.5) of [15] , which we will state in the context of this paper. In Theorem 3.3 k k F is the Frobenius norm. (3.14) holds.
In order to obtain superlinear convergence, we need a more refined version of (3.14) and will extend the results of [5] . 
Global Theory.
In this brief section we describe how some of the results in [6] can be extended to the class of noisy problems considered in this paper. In the noisy case we must treat as assumptions two critical estimates that can be proved in the noise-free case. Having made those assumptions, the proof of global convergence in [6] requires only modest modifications. 16) were the critical components of the r-linear convergence result (Theorem 3.1) in [6] .
Success of the line search is not guaranteed for noisy problems and convergence theorems for implicit filtering, such as Theorem 2.1 must assume that the line search fails only finitely often and that the scale is reduced when the line search fails. We must make the same assumption in order to prove the r-linear convergence theorem from [6] .
With these new assumptions, the proof in [6] of r-linear convergence can be applied in the noisy case. Proof. The proof is exactly the same as that in [6] with chosen small enough so that (2.16) holds and (2.17) and (2.15) used to conclude that convergence of the function values and (2.7) imply convergence of x k to x .
The success of the line search will follow from (2.17) and (2.15) provided the BFGS model Hessians are uniformly bounded and uniformly well-conditioned and the parameter in (2.15) is sufficiently small [19] . One could replace the assumption that be sufficiently small in the statement of Theorem 3.6 with the assumption that (3.16) fails only finitely many times and that the update is skipped when that happens.
The proof of superlinear convergence from [6] can be extended to the noisy case in the same way that the one from [5] was extended in x 3.1 by using (2.15) and (2.17) to derive (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13). 
